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Abstract. We investigate a population-genetic model with a temporally-fluctuating

sawtooth fitness landscape. We numerically show that a counter-intuitive behavior

occurs where the rate of evolution of the system decreases as selection pressure increases

from zero. This phenomenon is understood by analogy with absolute negative mobility

in particle flow. A phenomenological explanation about the direction of evolution is

also provided.
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1. Introduction

Evolution of biological systems generally occurs in unsteady environments [1]. For

example, climate change leads to selection of different genotypes [2]. Accordingly,

population genetic theories in unsteady environments recently attract much attention

[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Especially, in Refs. [3, 9, 16],

adaptation of population to fluctuating environments is studied in the context of

information sensing. In Refs. [6, 8, 15], concepts of non-equilibrium statistical

mechanics are applied to population genetics. It has been known that population genetic

theory of infinite-size non-interacting populations in fluctuating environments is formally

equivalent to equilibrium statistical mechanics of directed polymers [19], where the time

evolution equation of population size of each genotype is mathematically equivalent

to transfer matrix equation of directed polymers, and effective fitness of population

corresponds to free energy of polymers. In Refs. [7, 11, 14, 17, 18], transition between

various types of response to environments have been reported. In addition, there are also

many studies on population genetic theory of finite-size population in specific fluctuating

environments [5, 20, 10, 12, 13]. In particular, it was found that temporally varying

environments can speed up evolution [4]. Finiteness of population size causes genetic

drift [21, 22], and various behaviors can be observed.

One of the purpose of population genetic theory is clarifying the relation between

the speed of evolution v and the strength of selection pressure s [23], where v is defined as

the rate of increase in populaton-averaged logarithmic fitness divided by s. In evolution

in a static environment, it is naively expected that stronger selection leads to faster

evolution, that is,

dv

ds
> 0 (∀s). (1)

In fact, this is true for evolution driven by mutation in a smooth static fitness landscape

[24]. However, a previous study revealed that this is not always the case, and stronger

selection pressure can slow down evolution driven by recombination and migration even

if a fitness landscape is static and smooth [25], that is,

dv

ds
< 0 (∃s). (2)

Such behavior can also be observed for evolution driven by mutation in a rugged static

fitness landscape. It should be noted that this phenomenon can be understood by

analogy with negative differential mobility in non-equilibrium particle flow, when we

regard the speed of evolution and the strength of selection pressure as particle current

and driving force, respectively. In studies of particle flow, there is more dramatic

phenomenon, called absolute negative mobility (ANM) [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,

34, 35, 36, 37, 38], which attracts much interest in the context of Brownian ratchet

[39]. In ANM, direction of particle current becomes opposite to the direction of driving

force even when driving force is infinitely small. ANM has been observed in coupled

stochastic equations [26, 27, 28, 29, 30], non-Markovian random walk [31], a single
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Brownian particle [32, 33, 34, 35], an underdamped Brownian particle [36], and a

Brownian elliptic disk [37]. ANM occurs even around equilibrium states [38]. A natural

question is whether there is a population genetic phenomenon corresponding to ANM,

that is,

dv

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=+0

< 0. (3)

In this study, we propose a population genetic model which exhibits a phenomenon

similar to ANM. In this model, we consider an oscillating environment where favorable

genotype periodically changes, as seasonal variations in climate. We numerically show

that the rate of evolution of the system decreases as selection pressure increases from

zero.

We remark that the phenomenon reported in this paper is different from other

biological ratchets. In population genetics, process called Muller’s ratchet is known

[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. In Muller’s ratchet, deleterious mutations are accumulated

in asexual populations via genetic drift, and this mechanism is considered to be related

to one of the origins of sexual reproduction. However, in Muller’s ratchet, evolution in

a static environment is considered, and, in particular, although the speed of evolution v

is negative, Eq. (1) still holds (that is, stronger selection prevents deleterious mutations

from fixing). Therefore, Muller’s ratchet is completely different from ANM-like behavior

in this paper. Another well-known ratchet in evolutionary biology is neutral evolutionary

ratchet [47], which is one of the scenarios about why cells obtained complexity. In this

context, the word “ratchet” simply means unidirectional behavior, and it is not directly

related to Brownian ratchet. Furthermore, another ratchet-like behavior was recently

reported [48], where evolutionary behavior of population with a rugged fitness landscape

in a fluctuating environment is investigated. Although this situation is similar to that of

our study, the result is opposite: In the setup of Ref. [48], fluctuation of environments

enhances the probability that population reaches the fittest genotypes, whereas in our

setup, fitness decreases in ANM-like region. Furthermore, the main focus of our paper

is s dependence of v. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, the result similar to that

of our paper has not been reported yet in the context of population genetics.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce a population genetic

model which describes evolution in an oscillating environment. In section 3, we provide

numerical results when an environment is static. In section 4, we provide numerical

results for an oscillating environment, which is similar to ANM. An intuitive explanation

is also provided in the section. In section 5, we provide a phenomenological explanation

why evolution to the direction decreasing fitness occurs in this model. In section 6, we

investigate whether ANM-like behavior also occurs when the rate of evolution is defined

by fitness flux [6]. The effect of double mutation is also studied in the section. Section

7 is devoted to concluding remarks.
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2. Model

We consider a population-genetic model with N asexual individuals. Genotype of

individual j ∈ {1, · · · , N} is described as gj. We consider the situation that genotype

space is discrete and one-dimensional, that is, gj ∈ Z. The time evolution of this system

consists of two steps, that is, selection and mutation. We first define a function ϕ as

ϕ(g) ≡

{
ϕ1

g
2
+ ϕ2

2
(g = 2m)

ϕ1
g−1
2

− ϕ2

2
(g = 2m+ 1),

(4)

where m ∈ Z and ϕ1 and ϕ2 are some constants with ϕ1 > 0 and ϕ2 > 0. We assume

that an environment is fluctuating and the fitness of genotype g at generation t ∈ Z is

described as

Wt(g) =

{
es0ϕ(g) × esϕ(g) ((t mod τ) < τ

2
)

e−s0ϕ(g) × esϕ(g) ((t mod τ) ≥ τ
2
),

(5)

where s0 > 0 and τ is some positive even number describing a period of environmental

oscillation. The parameter s corresponds to effective selection pressure because

geometric mean of fitness over one period of environmental oscillation is esϕ(g). We

also call esϕ(g) effective fitness. In selection step, N individuals in the next generation

are independently sampled according to the probability distribution

P (j) =
Wt(gj)∑N
k=1Wt(gk)

. (6)

In mutation step, genotype of each individual changes with transition probability

T (g|g′) = (1− 2µ) δg,g′ + µδg,g′+1 + µδg,g′−1. (7)

When s > 0, effective fitness esϕ(g) is greater for larger g, and it is simply expected that

the system evolves toward larger g on average.

We set parameters as µ = 10−2, ϕ1 = 0.1, ϕ2 = 0.02 and τ = 8, and investigate

behavior for various s0 and N . We display examples of fitness landscape Wt(g) in Fig.

1. A fitness landscape is rugged for both halves of one period τ . We can see that

when s < s0, evolution toward smaller g is possible in the second half of a period τ . In

contrast, when s > s0, fitness is always greater for larger g. Because the latter case leads

to trivial behavior, we mainly focus on the former case s < s0. Below ⟨· · · ⟩ describes

both population average and ensemble average. Ensemble average is calculated by using

10000 realizations. The initial condition is gj = 0 for all j.

3. Preliminaries

Because effective fitness esϕ(g) is greater for larger g when we ignore bumps, the quantity

v =
d ⟨g⟩
dt

. (8)

can be regarded as the speed of evolution, instead of d ⟨ϕ(g)⟩ /dt.
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Figure 1. Logarithm of fitness landscape, logWt(g), for (s, s0) = (0.5, 1.0) (left)

and (s, s0) = (2.0, 1.0) (right). Arithmetic mean of the two graphs in each figure is

logarithm of the effective fitness, that is, sϕ(g).
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Figure 2. (Left) The time evolution of ⟨g⟩ for (N, s0) = (10, 0). (Right) s dependence

of v for (N, s0) = (10, 0).

Before studying the above model, we first investigate the case s0 = 0, that is, an

environment is static. In the left side of Fig. 2, we have displayed the time evolution

of ⟨g⟩ at (N, s0) = (10, 0). We can see that ⟨g⟩ linearly increases with t for s > 0. We

also plot the slope of ⟨g⟩, which is calculated by fitting a linear equation vt + b to the

graph by the least squares method, in the right side of Fig. 2. We can see that v is

not monotonic function of s. This behavior is similar to negative differential mobility

as Eq. (2). The mechanism of such behavior is as follows. When s is small, selection is

moderate and individuals with larger g are selected. However, when s is large enough,

all individuals are trapped to a local maximum, and the escape probability from the

local maximum decreases with s. Therefore, behavior like negative differential mobility

is observed even in static landscape case.
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Figure 3. (Left) The time evolution of ⟨g⟩ for (N, s0) = (100, 1.0). (Right) s

dependence of v for (N, s0) = (100, 1.0).

4. Numerical results

We investigate s dependence of v for various (N, s0). It should be noted that v = 0 for

s = 0 because two directions are symmetric. We also remark that v → 0 for s → ∞,

since all individuals are trapped to g = 0 (in the first half of a period) or g = −1 (in the

second half of a period) in the limit s → ∞. Therefore, negative differential mobility-

like behavior is always expected to occur for large s region because of the ruggedness

of a fitness landscape, as in the case s0 = 0 (section 3). In this paper, we focus on the

behavior of v near s = 0. Naively one may expect that v is an increasing function of s

near s = 0 because evolution effectively selects individuals with larger fitness, that is,

larger g. However, we see that this is not necessarily the case.

In the left side of Fig. 3, we have displayed the time evolution of ⟨g⟩ for

(N, s0) = (100, 1.0). We can see that ⟨g⟩ linearly increases with t for s > 0. We

also plot the slope of ⟨g⟩, which is calculated by fitting a linear equation vt + b to the

graph by the least squares method, in the right side of Fig. 3. We can see that v

is increasing function of s near s = 0. In contrast, in the left side of Fig. 4, we have

displayed the time evolution of ⟨g⟩ for (N, s0) = (10, 100.0). We can see that ⟨g⟩ linearly
decreases with t for s > 0. We also plot the slope of ⟨g⟩ in the right side of Fig. 4. We

can see that v is negative for small s, which is ANM-like behavior.

We provide the N -s0 phase diagram in Fig. 5. In this figure, “normal phase”

describes the parameter region where no ANM-like behavior is observed (as in the right

side of Fig. 3). In contrast, “ANM phase” describes the parameter region where ANM-

like behavior is observed (as in the right side of Fig. 4). We find that large enough

s0 is necessary for ANM-like behavior. In addition, population size N should be small

enough for ANM-like behavior to occur.

An intuitive picture of this phenomenon is as follows. As we can see in the left

side of Fig. 1, the absolute value of average slope of a fitness landscape for the first

half of a period is greater than that for the second half of a period. However, the
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Figure 4. (Left) The time evolution of ⟨g⟩ for (N, s0) = (10, 100.0). (Right) s

dependence of v for (N, s0) = (10, 100.0). The straight line is the theoretical prediction

(12) for small s.
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Figure 5. The N -s0 phase diagram. The purple symbol + represents normal phase

and the green symbol × represents ANM phase.

ruggedness of the former is also greater than that of the latter. When selection pressure

is large enough, trapping in local maxima occurs. Individuals can escape trapping by

genetic drift, which occurs for small population size, and this effect is stronger for lower

ruggedness case, that is, the second half of a period. Therefore, evolution to smaller g

occurs for small N and large s0. It should be noted that this mechanism is similar to

ANM in particle flow in an oscillating external field [32].

We can also interpret this phenomenon in the context of the results for static

landscape case in section 3. When τ is large enough, the speed of evolution v is roughly

estimated as

v ≃ 1

2
[vstatic (s0 + s)− vstatic (s0 − s)] , (9)

where vstatic (s) is the speed of evolution in a static environment when selection pressure

is s. As we saw in section 3, vstatic (s) exhibits negative differential mobility-like behavior.

Therefore, for large enough s0 and small s, vstatic (s0 − s) > vstatic (s0 + s) holds, and v
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becomes negative.

5. Analysis

We consider weak-mutation strong-selection region, where s0ϕ1 ≫ 1, s0ϕ2 ≫ 1 and

µN ≪ 1. In this region, population is localized to one local maximum in each generation,

and the probability that evolution occurs to each direction is dominated by the tunneling

probability through a local minimum by mutation. Because we are interested in the

behavior of v around s ≃ 0, we assume that s ≪ s0.

Since a rough approximation for v is obtained by Eq. (9), we first estimate

vstatic(s0). In Ref. [49], the rate of evolution in a static rugged fitness landscape with

one valley genotype and one escape genotype in weak-mutation strong-selection region

was estimated. For our case, the result is

vstatic(s0) ≃ µ
Nµ

1− e−s0ϕ2

1− e−2 1
2
s0ϕ1

1− e−2N 1
2
s0ϕ1

, (10)

where we have used the fact that our model is haploid. The second factor comes from

mutation-selection balance between an original genotype and a valley genotype [50], and

the third factor is the fixation probability of an escape genotype [51]. This expression

means that, because of mutation-selection balance, Nµ/(1 − e−s0ϕ2) individuals are in

a valley on average, and when mutation occurs to these individuals, escape from the

valley occurs. Since we consider the situation ϕ2 < ϕ1 < Nϕ1, Eq. (10) is approximated

as

vstatic(s0) ≃ Nµ2(1 + e−s0ϕ2). (11)

Therefore, from Eq. (9) we finally obtain for small s

v ≃ −Nµ2e−s0ϕ2sϕ2, (12)

which is negative.

In the right side of Fig. 4, we display the theoretical prediction (12). We find that

Eq. (12) does not quantitatively estimate our numerical results. One possible cause of

this discrepancy is that the period of oscillation τ is small in our numerical simulation

and the oscillation increases the escape probability. In order to check this possibility,

we numerically calculate the right-hand side of (9) directly, which corresponds to the

case τ = 10000 and the phase of an environment is given at random. We display the

numerical results in Fig. 6. We can find that |v| is smaller compared with that in Fig.

4 and the numerical results are more consistent with the theoretical prediction (12).

We emphasize that ANM-like behavior still occurs for this case. Therefore, we conclude

that the smallness of τ enhances escape from local maxima.

Although we here consider only weak-mutation strong-selection region, our

numerical results (Fig. 5) suggest that ANM-like behavior is observed in broader

parameter region.
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Figure 6. The right-hand side of (9) for (N, s0) = (10, 100.0). The straight line is the

theoretical prediction (12) for small s.

6. Discussion

6.1. Fitness flux

In Ref. [6], it was pointed out that, in fluctuating environments, the rate of evolution is

not simply the increase of fitness, but fitness flux has to be considered, which satisfies

integral fluctuation theorem [52]. In our discrete-time setup, the fitness flux is defined

as

Φ(t) ≡
t∑

t′=0

∑
g

∆xt′(g) logWt′(g), (13)

where xt(g) is the frequency of genotype g at generation t, and ∆xt(g) ≡ xt+1(g)−xt(g).

We would like to investigate whether the rate of increase of the fitness flux

V ≡ d ⟨Φ⟩
dt

(14)

is an increasing function of the selection pressure s or not.

In the left side of Fig. 7, we display the time evolution of ⟨Φ⟩ at (N, s0) = (10, 100.0)

for various s. We can find that ⟨Φ⟩ is an increasing function of t, and in particular, linear

in t. It should be noted that ⟨Φ⟩ has positive slope even when s = 0; this is because

adaptation to an environment occurs for each half of a period. In the right side of Fig.

7, we display s dependence of V , which is calculated by fitting a linear equation V t+ b

to the graph of ⟨Φ⟩ by the least squares method. We observe that V is a monotonically

decreasing function of s. Therefore, we conclude that absolute negative mobility occurs

even in the rate of increase of fitness flux V .

6.2. Effect of double mutation

The ANM-like behavior reported in this paper results from trapping in local maxima. A

natural question is whether this behavior is destroyed by small probability of a double
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Figure 8. s dependence of v for (N, s0) = (10, 100.0) and µ2 = 10−3.

mutation, which enables individuals to escape directly from local maxima. In order to

investigate this effect, we study the same model with transition probability

T (g|g′) = (1− 2µ− 2µ2) δg,g′ + µ (δg,g′+1 + δg,g′−1) + µ2 (δg,g′+2 + δg,g′−2) (15)

instead of Eq. (7). We set double-mutation probability µ2 as µ2 = 10−3. In Fig. 8,

we display s dependence of the speed of evolution v for (N, s0) = (10, 100.0). We can

see that ANM-like behavior is still observed as in Fig. 4 even if double mutation occurs

with small probability. We remark that, as µ2 further increases, ANM-like behavior

will be destroyed because individuals can easily escape from local maxima. Theoretical

estimation of the effect of µ2 on v is a future problem.

7. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we proposed a population-genetic model where the speed of evolution

can decrease as selection pressure increases from zero, which has never been reported

elsewhere. This model describes evolution in a temporally-oscillating sawtooth fitness
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landscape. We numerically showed that this behavior occurs when selection is strong

enough and population size is small enough. The mechanism of this phenomenon is

similar to ANM in particle flow. Although complete theoretical analysis has not been

provided yet, we provide intuitive and phenomenological explanation about the direction

of evolution in weak-mutation strong-selection region. We also numerically showed that

ANM-like behavior is observed even when the rate of evolution is defined through the

fitness flux.

Although we considered a specific oscillating landscape where the direction of

evolution in the first half of a period and that in the second half are opposite to each

other, the biological meaning of this model is not clear. Seasonal variations in climate

may be similar to the situation considered in this paper, because favorable genotypes

in two seasons are opposite to each other. In such situation, sϕ(g) can be interpreted

to come from some traits which do not depend on the seasons. Specifying a realistic

situation described by this model is an important future problem.

Another future problem is whether there is a useful definition of efficiency of

evolution. Recently, in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, a useful definition of

transport efficiency was proposed [53], where entropy production plays a significant

role. Whether similar concept of efficiency can be defined in the speed of evolution

should be studied in future.
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